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 SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN WIRELESS 
BODY AREA NETWORK

Abstract:-Wireless body area networks are a key component to the healthcare applications. The 
real time patient’s medical data can be collected by using simple wearable sensors on the human 
body. The body sensors on patients gather all critical health information and report it to remote 
healthcare services immediately for monitoring real time conditions. We present the main 
characteristic and challenges associated with Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) and 
present Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) based authentication scheme. The 
proposed scheme authenticates the security between the aggregation node and base station. 
Security analysis shows our scheme can guarantee for data confidentiality integrity and 
authentication.

Keywords:Wireless Body Area Network, ECDSA, Elliptic Curve Cryptography, Electro 
Cardiogram Signal. 

I.INTRODUCTION

    The use of wireless sensors provides the improvement in quality of healthcare and also reduced storage 
costs, improved data availability and sharing. The sensors can be placed on a human’s body for real time healthcare 
monitoring. The WBAN provides great convenience to patients and also medical users. Real time monitoring 
enables patients to retain their daily life. Each WBAN that connects all sensor nodes that are placed on the human 
body. Each sensor is connected to a microprocessor, transceiver and battery and also integrating with outside 
network via wireless technologies. The star topology is always preferred for WBAN because the master node 
aggregates all information from the sensor nodes and also acts as gateway to the outside the networks. The 
transmission of medical data over wireless link is very critical. The hackers not only affect the patient’s privacy also 
compromise the security by modifying the medical data. Without security guarantees, the medical information may 
be leaked causes incorrect diagnosis and treatment .The adequate security features ensures the WBAN by data 
confidentiality, integrity and availability. To address the security issues in WBAN, we proposed the ECDSA based 
security and authentication scheme that provide the secure transmission between the aggregation node of patient 
with base station.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows .In section II we discuss the related works in WBAN. In 
section III, we show the security architecture of WBAN and also security services. In section IV, we analyze the 
proposed scheme problem and also two tired authentication scheme. In section V, we discuss our experimental 
results and analyze the proposed scheme. Finally conclusions and future work described in section VI.

II.RELATED WORK

With the advance in wireless and networking technologies, WBAN is important key component in 
healthcare applications. Several security solutions are proposed to secure WBAN.  In order to secure the inter sensor 
communications, the idea of employing physiological sensors was introduced in [1]. The purpose of OPFKAV is to 
provide the secure inter sensor communications by enabling the two sensors to agree on a symmetric key based on 
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common physiological signal collected by the senor nodes. It does not require any key pre distribution.
The wearable health monitoring system[2]  has star topology for each patient which is connected via 

mobile network to healthcare provider. Physician can access the data via internet. The authors in [3] proposed a new 
solution to access the patient data in real time and provide the emergency services. Medical data can be prioritized 
based on emergency condition. Based on the emergency condition based service aims at improve the quality of 
service.

The authors in[4] proposed a new secure and privacy technique, called SPOC. With SPOC, the efficient 
user centric control which is based on attribute based encryption. The proposed frame work can help the medical 
users with reliability and also proposed scheme reduced the communication overhead. Recently, the resource aware 
secure ECG based real time monitoring [5] was proposed. The cross layer frame work was introduced for remote 
monitoring. The important medical information   was identified and protected by using selective encryption and 
compression. The proposed scheme balance the energy efficiency and transmission quality and performed unequal 
resource allocation and emergency signal detection with low delay. 

The security challenges in WBAN are eavesdropping, interception of medical data and unauthorized 
access. The hacker is able to read the transmitted data and also inserts ,changes and deletes the medical information 
transmitted between the nodes. If health information of a patient can be modified, it will lead to wrong diagnosis 
treatment. The unauthorized user gain access to WBAN by masquerading as real users.

III.SECURITY THREATS AND WBAN ARCHITECTURE

Security in wireless body area network is very important. Because, the medical information must be 
protected from hackers that could be dangerous to the life of user. The security solutions proposed for wireless sensor 
networks are not suitable for WBAN. WBAN require some specific solutions. The following constraints are

1.Low Power: The sensors use the power to perform their task including signal detection and communication. 
During the charging, the temperature also increased. The human body can tolerate only limited amount of heat.  
2.Memory: The memory capacity of bio sensor is very limited. So implementation of algorithm and key 
management only take minimum amount of memory.
3.Low Computation: The bio sensors have low computation power. Because sensors have very limited memory 
capacity. It cannot do the big calculations.

The security attacks affect the capacity and performance of the WBAN. The attacks can be categorized 
based on OSI layer model [6].

1.Physical Layer:  The attacks on physical layer is jamming and tampering. Jamming refers to the interference with 
radio frequencies of WBAN .The adversaries use few nodes to block the entire network .Tampering refers to node is 
physically damaged by hackers. 
2. Data Link Layer: The hackers are able to corrupt the data during the transmission. The receiver side is not able to 
receiver is not able to receive the entire data. Data authentication and integrity are needed for secure data 
transmission. 
3.Network layer: The hacker complicates the data transmission by routing loops and selective forwarding. The other 
attacks are sinkhole and wormhole attack.
4.Transport layer: The main threats to transport layer are flooding and resynchronization attacks .The authentication 
is needed for secure data transmission. 

For the above security risks in WBAN, security has been important concern in WBAN. The security 
structure of WBAN is to provide the following services for secure medical data transmissions.

 1. Data Encryption: The data is encrypted before the data transmission .The data encryption provides confidentiality 
against the attacks.
2.  Data Integrity: The receiver can make sure that the data is not modified by someone and verify the data coming 
from originated sender.
3.  Data Freshness: The user always able to access the fresh data.    

IV. WBAN ARCHITECTURE FOR HEALTHCARE MONITORING

The WBAN architecture presented in this paper includes the several components as shown in fig1.The 
different types of sensors used for patient body parameters. The different types of sensors deployed on human body 
such as ECG, pulse oximetry, respiration, blood pressure, blood sugar, temperature and humidity sensors. The 
following Fig.1 shows the general architecture of WBAN. The sensors placed on the human body are considered as 
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one cluster. The aggregation node is act as cluster head. The cluster head collects all information from sensor nodes 
and aggregates all information and forward the information to base station. The base station collects all information 
from all cluster heads and transfer data to remote users through internet.

Fig.1 WBAN Architecture

IV.PROPOSED SCHEME
 
       The idea behind the security of our proposed scheme is based on [8] elliptic curve cryptography. In our 
architecture, the sensor nodes and the data aggregation node are deployed on the human subject, while the base 
station is located away from the subject. The proposed method is based on elliptic curve based authentication. All the 
nodes in the network have public key and private key pair.  Every calculate their public node key value Q by 
multiplying private key value d with generator point. The key pair will be Q=d*P. The mathematical equation of 
ECC satisfies the form: y2=x3+ax+b.The ECC parameters are (q ,a ,b ,P ,n ,h) where q is prime number defining 
elliptic curve ,a ,b are coefficients of elliptic curve ,P is generator point of elliptic curve , n is number that defines the 
order of P. The secure communication between the sensor nodes and base station achieved by using physiological 
signal based key generation and ECDSA scheme. 

The secure communication is done by using the following steps The   generated key must exhibit the 
randomness and distinctiveness properties. The ECG signal has been used for master key generation. The key value 
is generated from ECG signal. This key value km j extracted from ECG signal . The time is divided into fixed number 
of seconds and sensor collects the single item per second[7]. 

1.ECDSA key pair generation

1)Select the random integer  d which is in the interval[0,n-1]
2)Compute Q=D*P where D is private key and Q is public key

2.Signature generation 

1)The element node want to sign the message m ,it follows these steps
2)Calculate e=hash(m)
3)Z be the ln leftmost bits of e
4)Select a random integer k from [1,n-1]
5)Calculate the curve point (x1,y1)=k*G
6)Calculate r=x1 mod n. If r=0, go back to step 3.
7)Calculate s=k-1(z+rdA) mod n. If s=0, go back to step 3.
8)The signature is the pair (r,s).

3.Signature verification 

1)Verify that r and s are integers in [1 , n-1]. If not, the signature is invalid.
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2)Calculate e=HASH(m), where HASH is the same function used in the signature generation
3)Let z be the Ln leftmost bits of e.
4)Calculate w=s-1 mod n.
5)Calculate u1=zw mod n and u2=rw mod n.
6)Calculate the curve point (x1, y1) = u1 x G + u2  x QA
7)The signature is valid if r=x1 (mod n), invalid otherwise.

4.Before verifying the sensor  node Sj signature’s on the message, the base station need to calculate the domain 
parameters and public key Q. The sensor nodes send the message to the base station consisting of the following 
information : node ID, nonce value x1,message, key value km .A message authentication code value is calculated for 
the entire things and encrypted by base station’s public key QB .The sensor node sends the  encrypted information 
and signature value of message to the base station.   
5. The base station verify the signature. If the signature is verified successfully it sends an acknowledgement to the 
sensor node Sj. informing that the signature is verified and message is received and nonce value x2. If signature 
verification fails ,the head node request to element node for another message and its signature. This process 
continues until an acknowledgement received.
6.After the signature verification ,the base station decrypt the data using its private key and recalculate the MAC 
value. The sensors send the reply to the base station containing x1 and x2.Then the key value k is combined with x1 
and x2 generate the shared secret key ks which is used for encryption and decryption process. The following Fig.2 
shows the proposed authentication scheme for secure data transmission.

TABLE I
List Of Notations Used In This Paper

Fig 2 Mutual authentication between the sensor node and base station

V.PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section we have analyzed the key generation time and total number of messages exchanged and key 
storage. In our work, we combined physiological signal based key value generation and elliptic curve digital 
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Symbol Definition 
Ds ,Qs Private key and public key of sensor node 
Db, Qb Private key and public key of base station 

G Elliptic curve base point 
km Master key 
x1,x2 Nonce values 
ks Shared secret key 

Sign(m) Signature value of message 
MAC Message authentication code 
(r, s ) Signature 
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signature algorithm. We used java programming for our implementation. The cluster head maintains the one private 
key and public key pair and m shared key and m signatures for each CH. All total CH stores 2m+4 keys . For cluster 
head key generation, the following number of messages are exchanged 1) Sensor node sends the signature of the 
message 2) Sensor node sends an encrypted message 3) Cluster head reply with request for another message  or 
sends an acknowledgement to the sensor node .

Eavesdropping Attack: In this attack, the hacker eavesdrop the message transmitted from sensor node to base 
station. The proposed approach encrypts the master key value generated from physiological signal using public key. 
The hacker not able to eavesdropping the information.

Replay Attack: In replay attack, the medical information is repeated or delayed maliciously. To prevent this attack, 
the nonce values are generated from both sender and receiver side. 

Confidentiality: The hacker is not able to obtain any cipher text information. Because physiological value is sent in 
the encrypted form. The hacker not able to find the key value.

Fig 4 Data Transferred to Database
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Fig 5 Data Stored In Database

VI.CONCLUSION

We have proposed a ECC based security scheme to achieve confidentiality, integrity and authentication in 
wireless body area network. The security analysis and experimental results shows that our scheme is suitable for real 
time applications. In our approach the ECG signals are used for generating the master key and using ECDSA 
algorithm for signature generation. The proposed scheme is light weight and energy efficient security solution for 
WBAN. The performance of proposed scheme can be further improved by extracting more features from WBAN 
and also implement the proposed scheme in hardware platform. 
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